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The Mexican Drug War is an ongoing asymmetric low-intensity
conflict between the Mexican government and various drug.
Tracking Mexico's cartels in turf war clashes will rage on
The Mexican government has been fighting a war with drug
traffickers since December At the same time, drug cartels have
fought each.
Dubai Police leads the war against drug cartels - Khaleej
Times
On Feb. 12, Joaquín Guzmán Loera, a.k.a. El Chapo, was
convicted of multiple crimes related to running the Sinaloa
drug cartel, Mexico's.
Tracking Mexico's cartels in turf war clashes will rage on
The Mexican government has been fighting a war with drug
traffickers since December At the same time, drug cartels have
fought each.
Mexico's drug war: Has the tide been turned? - BBC News
Now in its sixth year, the conflict in Mexico is a mosaic of
several wars occurring at once: cartels battle one another,
cartels suffer violence within their own.

Mexico's President Declares an End to the Drug War | Time
Now in its sixth year, the conflict in Mexico is a mosaic of
several wars occurring at once: cartels battle one another,
cartels suffer violence within their own.
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Blood and Oil MEXICO'S DRUG CARTELS AND THE GASOLINE out
smaller operators with paramilitary tactics honed in the drug
war.
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Just to go for them, capture the leaders and capture the
second or third levels. In addition, because mayors usually
appoint local police chiefs Cartels at War, they are seen by
the cartels as key assets in their criminal activities to
control the police forces in their areas of influence. No
longer constrained to being mere intermediaries for Colombian
producers, Mexican cartels are now powerful organized-crime
syndicates that dominate the drug trade in the Americas.
SouthwestborderregionasUS-basedgangsactasenforcersforMexicandrugc
By Foster Clug, Associated Press. Recent Mexican
administrations have responded to cartels primarily by
deploying security forces, often spurring more violence:. One
of the most chilling examples of these abuses occurred in the
southern state of Cartels at War inwhen more than forty
student protestors were abducted and killed.
Atthesametime,drugcartelshavefoughteachotherforcontrolofterritory
of treating deserving patients, precious resources are spent
on self-destructive individuals.
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